The Stuff of Religion
Senses, Matter and Technology in the Study of Religions
Friday, October 11, 2-8 p.m. Long Room Hub, Trinity College Dublin

1.00-1.45  ISASR Annual General Meeting (ISASR members only; Neill lecture theatre)

2.00-2.30  Opening  Introduction (Alexandra Grieser)

2.30-3.30  Papers:
The Visual Ethics of Competing Truths: Images of the Religious Underground in the Secret Police Archives
James A. Kapaló, University College Cork

And the World Was Changed: Racialization, Techno-Demonology and the Watcher Myth
S. Jonathon O’Donnell, University College Dublin

3.30-4.00  Coffee

4.00-4.30  Research Slam:
Translating Islam in India: James O’Kinealy and the Great Wahabbi Trial of 1870
Brendan McNamara, University College Cork

Mapping the Relationship between Religion and Science: The Religious Writings of Werner Heisenberg
Elena Schaa, PhD Project, Trinity College Dublin

Jewish and Hebrew Books in Marsh’s Library: Cultural Institutions and Intercultural Engagement
Brad Anderson, Dublin City University

4.30-6.00  Papers:
An Irish Buddhist on Trial for Sedition
Laurence Cox, National University of Ireland Maynooth

Mormon Identity in Online Spaces: Transcending Traditional Boundaries
Hazel O’Brien, Waterford Institute of Technology

A Fallen Word, a Rising Image: Eve (Hawâ’) in Islamic Visual and Textual Sources
Zohar Hadromi-Allouche, Trinity College Dublin

6.15-7.15  Keynote Address:
"Religious Matters in Security Policy and Practice - Producing and Exchanging Expert Knowledge"
Kim Knott, Lancaster University, UK

7.15-8.00  Reception (Hoey Ideas Space, 3rd floor)
Attendance is FREE. Conference enquiries to Dr Alexandra Grieser GRIESA@tcd.ie